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Tessan Wall Socket TS-321-DE
The TESSAN TS-321-DE wall outlet will allow you to conveniently power your chosen devices and save space. It offers 2 AC outlets and 2
USB-A  ports,  so  you  can  connect  up  to  4  appliances  to  it  simultaneously.  It  is  also  distinguished  by  its  lightweight,  handy  design  -  if
needed, you can easily take it with you to the office or on vacation.
 
Connect up to 4 devices simultaneously
You no longer need to occupy more outlets  to  charge or  power several  devices.  Just  use the TS-321-DE,  which is  equipped with 2 AC
outlets and 2 USB-A ports! It's also distinguished by a maximum power output of up to 3600 W, which means you can easily plug in most
of your devices - from smartphones and laptops to coffee makers and microwaves. This makes the product great for the office, kitchen,
bathroom, bedroom and more!
 
Compact design
Despite such great capabilities, the socket is very light and handy. It weighs only 166 g, and its dimensions are 10.6 x 5.2 x 5.9 cm. As a
result, it doesn't take up too much space, and transporting it is no problem at all - you can easily fit it in your backpack, purse or suitcase
to then take it with you to your hotel, dorm or office.
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Refined in every detail
The TS-321-DE is designed so that you can plug in a variety of equipment without any problems. You don't have to worry that the plug of
one plugged-in device will obstruct another outlet and prevent you from using it. The product also has a small built-in light indicator that
generates a soft light with low brightness - it won't disturb you at night.
 
Brand
TESSAN
Model
TS-321-DE
Color
White
Available ports
2x USB-A, 2x AC outlet
Power
3600 W max.
Max. load
16 A
Dimensions
10.6 x 5.2 x 5.9 cm
Weight
166 g

Price:

Before: € 13.9974

Now: € 11.50

Smart Home, Intelligent Home Control
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